Qualitative aspects of cranial CT perfusion scanning in a mixed neurosurgical patient collective.
In patients with ischemic stroke, computer tomography (CT) perfusion imaging provides rapid information on the penumbra adjacent to the infarct core. For neurosurgical patients with acute brain injury, the value of CT perfusion is undecided up to now. We present our experience in a series of 78 examinations in 35 patients with acute intracranial pathology. CT perfusion was performed with a Siemens Emotion Duo CT scanner using a single slice at the level of the upper basal ganglia. Color maps of time to peak (TTP), cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral blood volume (CBV) were analyzed according to qualitative criteria. Quantitative evaluation with self-defined regions of interest was not performed due to repeatability problems and inconsistent data. TTP showed an interhemispheric difference in 45% and regional prolongation in 16% of the scans. Global TTP was prolonged in 60%, while global CBF was reduced in 43%. Two patients showed hyperemia. A CBF/CBV mismatch, indicating non-infarcted penumbra at risk, was seen in 67%. Six patients with aneurysmal SAH showed reduced CBF, and consecutive angiography confirmed vasospasm in every case. CT perfusion scanning gives valuable information at a low risk and with negligible additional time after a routine cranial CT. In our opinion, this modality may have considerable impact on the clinical management of severely brain injured patients in future.